Data sheet

Analytics and Reporting in
Planview Enterprise
Drive Informed Action with One-click Access
to All Your Data
Planview Enterprise® delivers easy one-click access to project and portfolio data allowing you to quickly see high level
status and performance of KPIs and metrics. A single click is all that’s needed to drill down into interactive views for
decision making.
• Executives get dashboards for visibility into the state
of the portfolio

• Project managers focus on the daily health of the
projects running the business

• Portfolio managers can discover trends and outliers,
and explore the data driving programs

• Resource managers can see what their people are
working on to increase utilization

Industry-leading Microsoft®
analytics and reporting platform

Multi-device and
application access

Planview Enterprise uses a robust Microsoft platform that can expose any data type for consumption. This is enabled by
Planview RPM Solutions™, the outcome-based implementation approach that focuses on the reports and analytics you
need to run your business effectively starting day one.

The Industry’s Most Complete
Offering
Planview® uniquely offers you the most complete
portfolio management reporting and analytics options

RPM Analytics: 140+ Configurable Best
Practice Reports at Your Fingertips
Deploy rapidly and configure to
your organization’s needs

• Microsoft® Power BI® and Excel®: Gain deeper insights
and affect more impactful decision making with
self-service analysis that brings data alive across the
enterprise
• Best Practice reports, ad-hoc analysis, and custom
reporting: All accessible from Planview Enterprise, and
all powered by the same data for accurate information
• Powerful reporting capabilities built directly into
Planview Enterprise: Guaranteeing that the numbers
you’re acting on are the numbers driving your
business

Microsoft Power BI: Self-Service
Analysis
Visualize and explore your Planview Enterprise data with
Microsoft Power BI, a leading self-service data analysis
solution.

Visualize information anywhere –
desktop, tablet, or mobile phone

Planview’s Rapid Portfolio Management (RPM) Analytics
give you immediate access to highly configurable best
practice reports that answer your needs starting day
one. Hit the ground running with reports easily accessed
from Planview Enterprise, and benefit from our expertise
analyzing and implementing for thousands of clients across
the globe.

Ad-hoc Analysis: Slice and Dice for
Ultimate Discovery
Access the rich data in your OLAP cubes with Microsoft
Excel or Microsoft Power BI to perform ad-hoc analysis.
Slice and dice, drill down, and roll up: it’s easy to determine
how much revenue was made, what money was spent,
which hours were accounted for, and any other key metric
critical to your organization.
Click on contextual charts to drill
down into the supporting data

Analyze information in a business-driven
approach emphasizing self-service

Easily add and merge data sources from all across your
enterprise – Planview products: Planview Enterprise,
Troux®, Projectplace® – and other applications, like
Salesforce.com® and Google Analytics®. Immediately,
you’ll see your portfolio, project, resource, and financial
data reflected in the Microsoft Power BI out-of-the-box
reports and dashboards and the latest visualizations.
With views tailored by user – by access rights, need,
level, organization, and so forth – you can focus on what
matters.
This highly secure solution delivers instant, powerful
analysis to accelerate time to action.

Enterprise-class Reports: Yours Out of the Box
Five critical reporting functions are embedded directly into Planview Enterprise for all those who need actionable
information as part of their daily workflow about the state of their business.
1. Portfolio Manager: Get quick insight into the health and status of any portfolio

2. Predefined Tables: These prebuilt reports give you immediate visibility into key areas vital to day to day project and
program management
3. Customized Tables: Write the reports you need – this highly flexible approach lets you use SQL to decide exactly
which information you’d like to see
4. Configurable Tables: Use a 3-step wizard approach to walk through the process of building your reports, with
conditional formatting and links to relevant areas in Planview Enterprise that can provide critical insights

5. Configurable Charts: In just seconds, create charts using drop-downs to highlight meaningful portfolio data

Custom Reports: Get Exactly What You
Need
No matter your question, we can help you find an answer.
Our consulting team has the expertise developed over
thousands of hours and hundreds of clients to create
your pixel-perfect reports. For executive queries and
line manager operations, we’ll develop purpose-driven
analytics that give you the answers you can rely on.

Make Better Decisions Today
Regardless of the level of user or the size of your
organization, you can power better decision making with
information that’s accurate and reliable, in formats that
are easily accessible and relevant to each viewer. See how
quickly Planview can help you make a difference.

Learn more today at Planview.info/Decisions
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